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was typically transferred from the West to the imperial territories included a good deal
of secular content in both the humanities and the scientific studies. Indeed, such
mixture was typical of secondary and college education in the West itself. Much more
comparative study is required in this field as elsewhere, but my general impression is
that the curriculum of secondary and higher education transported to the colonies
tended to duplicate the metropolitan models even more closely than the elementary
curriculum did. Part of this derived from the desire to maintain in the overseas
institutions standards that would be comparable with those at home and partly from
the assumption that since such education reflected the highest and best in Western
civilization it was the most effective instrument for bringing civilization to the peoples
of the empires.
Even though the curriculums thus transplanted may not have been as thoroughly
permeated with the secular and scientific streams of knowledge as prevailed at home,
they were definitely more oriented to the secular and the modern than were the
traditional schools conducted by Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, or Confucian scholars. All
these schools emphasized traditional religious, moral or "wisdom" literature consisting
of sacred texts to be copied, memorized, and commented upon. In contrast, the
Western institutions were likely to stress the history, politics, economics, and social
institutions of Europe from the time of the Greeks to the Victorians, as well as the
philosophy, literature, and religion appropriate thereto. This emphasis upon studying
the West was therefore likely to portray the religious conflicts of the Reformation, the
clash of ideologies of the seventeenth century, the growth of rationality and political
revolutions of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, and the rise of modern science in
the nineteenth century. The secular character of the literary, humanistic, and social
studies in the Western curriculum served presumably as radical eye-openers to young
men whose peers attended the non-Western schools of tradition or whose total
educational experience consisted of the oral traditions of everyday life, tribal initiation
ceremonies, or the bush schools of the nonliterate societies.
Secularism appeared, too, in the specifically scientific aspects of the Western
curriculum. Again, while the range and scope of scientific studies probably did not
match those of the more realistic secondary schools of Germany, France, Britain, or
the United States, they certainly introduced an almost completely novel element into
the education of those Africans or Asians who were admitted to Western-type schools.
The knowledge of physical phenomena obeying scientific laws of regularity, cause and
effect, and predictability for the future gave a kind of empirical base for rational and
critical thought largely unavailable elsewhere in the traditional societies. Even so,
scientific teaching was generally oriented to the textbook and relied relatively little
upon practical experiments, laboratories, or other expensive items. How much more an
experimental, critical, problem solving, or experiential methodology closely related to
indigenous African techniques could have achieved is open to speculation.
Combining scientific and empirical knowledge of the natural and physical world
with the Western literary and humanistic tradition from Plato and Aristotle to Locke
and Mill, or to Rousseau and Voltaire, the Western-oriented schools helped to open
vast horizons of new knowledge and insights for African and Asian students, a mixture
of rationalism and nationalism that proved to be a heady brew.

